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What is the HbbTV Application Toolkit?
The HbbTV market is growing rapidly and creates a huge demand for HbbTV applications.
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But the development of HbbTV applications is costly and time-consuming. It requires
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special knowledge about HbbTV and the requirements imposed by the TV environment.
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As a result, few HbbTV applications are created to enhance one-time events, breaking
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news or individual TV series. The benefit of such applications, for commercial exploitation
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or for enhancing the viewer’s experience, does not justify the long or costly implemen
tation process.
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The HbbTV Application Toolkit (HAT) is an easy and cost-efficient way for content creators
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to produce HbbTV applications. It is based on the WordPress concept of providing tested
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templates and components so content creators have an easy migration path. For producing TV content, HAT only requires the same skill set as for web page creation.
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Due to the separation of layout templates and content, content creators can focus on their
content on screen without worrying about styles or maintaining the required corporate
design. These are already optimized for TV use and ensure that an application created with
HAT will follow established rules for TV application development and usage.

Why use the HbbTV Application Toolkit?
Out of the box, HAT provides the basic components that cover most of the requirements
of HbbTV applications. Due to the open plug-in functionality, extensions can be added
easily. After creating an HbbTV application using the graphical HAT editor, the application

is ready for deployment. This makes the production of an HbbTV application as easy as

At a glance

creating a web page.
HAT provides customizable templates
Many broadcasters already have content related to TV programmes in their own CMS for

and plug-ins for content creators to

web use. This can be re-used for the TV application, allowing faster and more cost

produce HbbTV applications in a

effective creation of HbbTV applications, providing a closer relation of the HbbTV offering

cost-efficient way. The TV-tailored

to the TV programme as well as a closer binding between the 'on TV' and 'on the web'

templates work on any current HbbTV

offering by a broadcaster or provider.

device and offer, amongst other things,
picture and video galleries, social media
feed display and customizable designs.
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HAT plug-ins support companion screen
and media synchronization conforming
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to the HbbTV 2.0 standard, different
navigation models, ad-insertion,
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analytics and 360° media playout.
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Furthermore, HAT is easy to integrate
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with existing HbbTV services.
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–– Offers TV tailored templates,
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HAT Workflow

–– Open and extensible via plug-ins
HAT elements have been tested against a wide range of HbbTV devices to ensure that they

–– Current plug-ins:

will work on any current HbbTV device, regardless of manufacturer, version or content

–– Companion screen support

delivery method. Interoperability is provided through continuous tests of HAT components

–– 360° media players

and applications on a variety of HbbTV devices in Fraunhofer FOKUS’s Smart TV Lab

–– Navigation models

environment and also tests performed directly with partners and on external events, such

–– Ad-insertion

as HbbTV testing events.

–– Analytics

HAT has been used to build HbbTV applications for various regional and nationwide
TV programmes.
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